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Internship: Photography & Studio PA / Assistant
Supervisor: Rob Grimm, Lead Photographer / Co-Founder rob@rggedu.com
RGG EDU: RGG EDU is one of the only companies in the world creating comprehensive “docutorials” on the
world’s best image makers. We concept, write, produce, shoot, edit, and distribute every product worldwide in
over 80 countries.
Company Mission: Create the best photography learning experience, leave no question unanswered, approach
every tutorial like it's our last, and empower photographers to reach their goals by showcasing the world's best
image makers.
Internship Overview:
This internship has multiple overlapping roles including;
• Photography Assistant - Assist our lead photographer, and visiting photographers, on a variety of photoshoots
ranging in topics from liquids to people. Our assistant needs a basic understanding of photography principles
and some photo equipment. You will be trained to handle and work with all of our camera, strobes and continuous light sources. As an assistant you will need to be attentive to the shoot, aware of the photographers needs as
well as anticipating what will be needed during a shoot.
• Studio Assistant - We have a busy studio with sets changing on a regular basis. Keeping equipment organized
and sets properly pulled together is a must. Keeping the studio, inclusive of the kitchen and client areas, needs
to be kept organized. It is the job of the studio assistant to make sure that the studio maintains a level of organization to keep multiple projects flowing.
• Production Assistant - As part of this internship, you will be asked to jump in and help with the production of
our photo and video projects. This can involve responsibilities as simple as running errands to helping our
producer book models and organize the details of a photo or video shoot.
• Video Assistant - Our studio produces a great deal of video content on a regular basis. The responsibilities
listed above will also apply to our video productions.
Intern eligibility, skills, requirements:
Must be have at least some experience with Adobe Photoshop & Capture One Pro. An understanding of photography basic skills and basic lighting are required.
This internship will focus on understanding the journey of our our digital content. From preproduction and
shooting all the way to final export and publishing, interns will get to experience the challenges and situations
we are confronted with everyday in digital storytelling.
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Application Process
Please send a cover letter and resume with links to your portfolio to gary@rggedu.com in PDF format only.
How will It be Educationally Signiﬁcant?
Students will gain insight into a documentary production company that specializes in products truly unique to the
marketplace. Interns will see and experience the product creation from start to finish and interact with every
department involved in the creation of each video product. Students will also learn industry standard workflow
processes and assist in a meaningful way. They will be given tasks and projects to expand their knowledge,
challenge their thought process and enhance skills.
Availability: Year Round
Duration: Flexible
Compensation: Unpaid
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